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therefore cease from all your light speeches from all laughter and light
mindedness and from all your wicked doings

dacd&c 88121

A merry heart doethboeth good like a medicine but a broken spirit drieth the bones
provbrov 1722

hese two scriptures illustrate the conflicting messages about laughterTthesethathat exist not only in scripture but in the culture of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints our interest in this subject was piqued by
the comments of two church members the first a temple sealer
remarked that anytime he laughs loudly he feels guilty because he believes

such behavior is unrighteous and inappropriate he reports being per-
plexed by this feeling because he is a cheerful individual who smiles and
laughs readily the second man a bishop for many years commented that
he always feels a twinge whenever the injunction about laughter in doc
trine and covenants 88121 is mentioned because it has never seemed quite
right to him the purpose of our study is to discover whether the guilt and
confusion expressed by these two men is anomalous or representative of
other active church members 1 we will begin by discussing a language
based problem with the term laughter and then give some references to and
instruction concerning laughter in scripture and other church writings
we then present our survey of attitudes about laughter among latter day
saints of different ages and levels of experience with church doctrine
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the ambiguity of laughter

the problem with talking about laughter isis that the word is used to mean
many different things some of which are diametrically opposed to each

other these differences include a broad range of acoustical properties
causes internal states spiritual attitudes and social and psychological
functions for example laughter can refer to sounds which are loud or soft
high or low pitched shrill or bubbling a short burst or a gradual
crescendo laughter can be caused by humorous stimuli but also by tick-
ling breathing nitrous oxide or psychosis it can reflect internal states of
amusement nervousness embarrassment tension relief after tension or a

sudden sense of exhilaration and wellbeingwell being
human ethologistetiologistethologist robert provine reports on the basis of twelve hun-

dred observations that more than 8080 percent of laughter that occurs dur-
ing conversation is not a response to a formal attempt at humor he
reports further that in conversation the speaker laughs more frequently
than the audience and that laughter may serve to modify the behavior of
others by shaping the emotional tone of a conversation 3321123022

from a spiritual perspective laughter can accompany an attitude of
joyful and reverent lightheartedness or irreverent light mindemindednessdnesadnes s

socially laughter can function to deride and humiliate or to cheer and
encourage to define group membership to strengthen or weaken a groups
identity or its hierarchy to include or exclude individuals from the group
to enforce conformity to group mores to facilitate criticism apologies or
the introduction of a serious or delicate topic and to satisfy the need for
play psychologically laughter can serve to reduce stress and anxiety or
to provide a socially acceptable outlet for aggressive or sexual impulses
1 I was just kidding laughter may be an expression of derision tri-
umph or amusement

without adequate context one cannot know which function the
laughter serves and more importantly whether the laughter is a reflection
of the merry heart recommended in proverbs 1722 or a species of the
I1 wicked doings proscribed in doctrine and covenants 88121 in high
context situations such as conversation there is rarely confusion because
only one interpretation is reasonable however in low context situations
or in general statements about laughter quoted apart from their context
this linguistic underdifferentiationdifferentiationunder can be the source of much confusion
and heated disagreement the problem results not only from the ambigu-
ity itself but also from persistent lapses in awareness of that ambiguity for
example the lapses of aggressive ticklersricklersticklers who believe and insist that their
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protesting victims are actually enjoying themselves as evidenced by their
hysterical laughter

this tendency to ignore the different meanings of laughter influences
both the conception and the perception of laughter the disparate causes
intentions and functions of laughter do not come readily to mind instead
laughter is often conceptualized as the expression of a single state of being
and most if not all instances of laughter are then perceived and remem-
bered as evidence of this state there is considerable disagreement how-
ever about what this state is and about its desirability the views cluster
around opposite poles of the positive negative dimension while laughter
is seen as one concrete concept views about what that concept is and
means are polarized

influences on church membersattitudesmembers attitudes

church members are often confused because popular psychology
expounds on the benefits of laughter while scriptures are mostly negative
about laughing modern church teachings give both positive and nega-
tive aspects of laughter

popular psychology the popular psychology of humor and laughter
began unofficially in 1979 with the publication of anatomy of an illness

norman cousinssCousincousinsss description of the role of humor intervention in cur-
ing himself from a serious and painful collagen disease 3 during the two
decades since then there has been a proliferation of workshops and semi-
nars occupation specific magazines and newsletters trade books videos
and tapes that promote the benefits of humor and laughter in every pos-
sible activity or event from spilling a drink on one s host to coping with the
discovery of a malignant tumor A brief inspection of the periodicals on
sale at any supermarket will yield at least one article on how to use humor
and laughter to strengthen a marriage communicate with teenagers or
improve the functioning of one s immune system

ancient and modern scriptures on laughter the term laughter or
laugh appears in twenty old testament verses and in five new testament
verses in these twenty five occurrences the term has a positive meaning in
three verses a neutral or ambiguous meaning in three verses and a negative
meaning in the remaining nineteen verses in the topical guide to the scrip-
tures the entry laughter laugh is cross referenced with the terms happi-
ness levity and scorn 4 scorn and derision are the most frequent intents of
laughter recorded in the bible the following examples are representative

he that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh the lord shall have them in
derision Ps 24
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he said unto them give place for the maid is not dead but sleepethsleepeth
and they laughed him to scorn matt 924

with the exception of ecclesiastes 34
11a time to weep and a time to

laugh there is no information or instruction in the bible about the place

or appropriateness of laughter in religious life

the term laugh indicates scorn in the only two book of mormon
verses alma 2623 3 ne 92 and in the single pearl of great price verse
moses 726 where it appears the term refers to levity in doctrine and

covenants 4549 similar to the majority of references to laughter in the
bible however in contrast to the bible there are three verses in the doc-
trine and covenants containing direct instructions concerning laughter

and inasmuch as ye do these things with thanksgiving with cheerful
hearts and countenancescountenancer not with much laughter for this is sin but with
a glad heart and a cheerful countenance the fulnessfalness of the earth is
yours dacd&c 5915 16

remember the great and last promise which I1 have made unto you
cast away your idle thoughts and your excess of laughter far from you
dacd&c 8869

therefore cease from all your light speeches from all laughter from
all your lustful desires from all your pride and light mindedness and
from all your wicked doings dacd&c 88121

these proscriptionsprescriptionsproscriptions against laughter are contained in instructions on sab-
bath observance section 59 and on reorganizing the school of the
prophets contexts not always known or remembered by church members
when they encounter these verses in isolation

modern latter day saint teachings on laughter in mormon doc-
trine bruce R mcconkie writes joyful laughter meets with divine
approval and when properly engaged in it is wholesome and edifying 3351150155

the encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism article on light mindedness by william N
fillmore quoted below in its entirety is a concise explication of the differ-
ence between light mindedness and lightheartedness and summarizes the
body of statements by church leaders on the topic

modern scripture deals with light mindedness as trivializing the
sacred or making light of sacred things latter day saints were admon-
ished early in the history of the church to trifle not with sacred things
dacd&c 612 810 at its worst light mindedness may become ridicule
and then sacrilege and blasphemy a deliberate irreverence for the
things of god

divine personages and their names temple ceremonies the priest-
hood and its ordinances and the saintly life for example are intrinsically
holy other things are holy by association the lord has said that
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which cometh from above is sacred and must be spoken with care and
by constraint of the spirit dacd&c 63 64 the saints were warned against
ic excess of laughter light speeches and light mindedness yet were
taught to worship with a glad heart and a cheerful countenance dacd&c
5915 88121

in practice latter day saints distinguish light mindedness from
lightheartedness the latter is a triumph of the zestful joyful spirit of the
gospel over life s trials such cheerfulness and good humor do not pre
clude but rather can complement spirituality while imprisoned in lib
erty jail joseph smith wrote that the things ofgod are only made known
to those who exercise careful and ponderous and solemn thoughts
history of the church 3295 yet he later spoke of himself as playful and

cheerful teachings of the prophet joseph smith p 307 the church
counsels against a light minded attitude toward sacred matters but
encourages joyfulness in worship and wholesome pleasure in recreation 6

during the last two decades the church magazines have published an
increasing number of articles praising the positive values of laughter and
humor particularly in the development of character in friendship and in
family life the following excerpts from the new era and the ensign
respectively are typical

the ability to laugh at yourself and display a good sense of humor helps
to ease painful or difficult situations and is usually welcome anytime 7

humor is a sensible intelligent way to diminish tension and stop
overratingovereatingoverrating the trivia of daily living the family without it need not be
and the family with it is better fortified for tomorrow 8

it should not be surprising that church teachings about laughter
should reflect to some extent the popular attitudes and use of language
current at the time of their writing these articles would be no different
from the bulk of those found in current popular literature were it not for
the fact that most church articles contain a caveat and often a list of types
of humor and laughter that are inappropriate while some contemporary
comedians and comedy writers take the position that nothing is sacred and
thus exempt from becoming the subject of a joke the message in church
publications has been that while the gospel is sacred and serious some-
times we take ourselves a little too seriously 9

the church news in selecting excepts from speeches and interviews
has also focused on the theme that we as a people need to lighten up
the following example cites hoyt brewster at a 1985 brigham young uni-
versity symposium

I1 am concerned that in our desire to be serious about the saving prin-
ciples of the gospel we mistakenly take ourselves too seriously I1 am not
suggesting that we become jolly jesters in the courts of the world nor sup
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porters of spectators of slaphappy or sordid sideshows however I1

believe appropriate humor is an integral part of god s great plan of
happiness alma 4288428042810

and a 1995 church news interview with president gordon B hinckley
quotes him saying we need to have a little humor in our lives we better
take seriously that which should be taken seriously but at the same time we
can bring in a touch of humor now and again if the time ever comes when
we cancantt smile at ourselves it will be a sad time 11

in church news summaries of conference talks descriptions such as
the following are commonplace both speaker and audience joined in
laughter before he continued the discussion more seriously 12 sensitive
and solemn moments with occasional laughter prompted by informal
quipquipss highlighted a gathering of priesthood bearers 3313111313 such statements
send the unmistakable message that the ability to intersperse serious topics
with humor and laughter is a praiseworthy trait in church leaders

the study

church members are exposed in varying degrees to these seemingly
contradictory laughter messages we wished to discover whether the
resulting confusion we have noticed is measurable and whether that confu-
sion is consistent in various demographic groups

purposes our primary purpose was to investigate the extent of feelings
of confusion and guilt concerning laughter in a sample of active church
members additionally we wished to identify variables in individuals lives
that might be related to the presence or absence of these feelings we
expected that age would be an important variable for several reasons first
as we have noted popular psychology promotes laughter as an aid to good
relationships and to general well being young adults have been immersed
in the pervasive messages and values of popular psychology s current pro
motion of laughter for their entire lives while their parents and grand-
parents were first exposed to it during adulthood second we had observed
that throughout the twentieth century there were a large number of more
gradual changes in social norms including those governing the acceptability
of humor and laughter in various situations we expected that the older a
person is the more likely it is that a puritanical attitude about laughter pre-
vailed in the home school and religious training of his or her childhood

A second potentially relevant variable is the amount of exposure to
church teachings about laughter and also the depth of study and under
standing about these teachings we expected that mere familiarity or a
first exposure to the three doctrine and covenants verses containing
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instruction about laughter without a thorough understanding of their con-
text and intent and without the mediation ofother church statements about
laughter such as those in the church magazines and other latter day saint
resources might also contribute to feelings of confusion and guilt

participants the three populations we selected to sample differ on
average in the two variables we investigated participants age and partici-
pant s training in the context of doctrine and covenants 5915 8869 and
88121 the first group consisted of undergraduate students from a variety
of majors at brigham young university provo and brigham young uni-
versity hawaii students on the provo campus were volunteers from sev
eral religion classes they were not primed in any way students on the
hawaii campus were enrolled in introductory psychology and volunteered
to participate as an option for completing the methodology requirement
for the course the second group were senior missionaries retired couples
serving full time missions in the laie hawaii temple and visitors cen-
ter the polynesian cultural center and hawaii reserves incorporated
and full time education missionaries at BYU hawaii the third group
were full- and part time religion faculty at BYU provo and
BYU hawaii A total of 220 completed surveys were returned 145 from stu-
dents mean age 21.9219219 years 43 from missionaries mean age 65.2652652 years
and 32 from religion teachers mean age 53.5535 years

we anticipated that the religion faculty would better understand the
context of the proscriptionsprescriptionsproscript ions against laughter in the doctrine and
covenants as noted earlier section 59 gives instructions for appropriate
sabbath observance and section 88 contains the instructions for organizing
the school of the prophets there is no suggestion that these prescriptionsproscriptionsproscriptions
apply to all laughter in all situations we expected that this understanding
would lead the religion teachers to indicate the least confusion and guilt
we expected that the senior missionaries would be less likely to remember
the context of these scriptures thus we anticipated that the senior mis-
sionariessionaries would indicate feeling the most guilt and confusion of the three
groups not only because they are the oldest but also because they would be
less likely to think of the doctrine and covenants statements in their con
texts we anticipated that a large number of the young students responses
would reflect the current popular attitudes about laughter

the survey participants provided demographic data and rated their
level of agreement or disagreement with a series of nineteen statements on
four point scales i1 strongly disagree 2 mildly disagree 3 mildly
agree 4 strongly agree the three statements in table i concern their
beliefs about the compatibility of laughter with heavenly places and beings
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TABLE 1

percentage of BYU hawaii and BYU provo students senior
missionaries and BYU hawaii and BYU provo religion faculty
agreeing with statements 1 3

1 there will be some laughter and playful-
ness

97 93 100
in the celestial kingdom

2 heavenly father laughs heartily on
96 84 94

occasion

3 the savior laughs heartily on occasion 96 81 94

participants were asked to consider sixteen quotations that embody
the philosophy of the current popular view toward laughter here is a rep-
resentative sample of the statements

laughter is the shortest distance between two people victor borge

the person who can bring the spirit of laughter into a room is indeed
blessed bennett cerf

A person who belly laughs doesndoean t bellyache susan thurman
if you can laugh together you can work together robert orben
if you can t make it better you can laugh at it erma bombeck

participants were asked to rate their level of agreement with the five state-
ments 4 8 in table 2 about the quotations

the three doctrine and covenants verses containing instruction about
laughter 5915 and 8869 121 were next presented in the survey partici-

pants were asked to consider the verses and then rate their level of agree

ment or disagreement with the seven statements 9 15 in table 3

the entire encyclopedia of mormonism article on light mindedness
see pages 118 19 was then presented in the survey participants were asked

to carefully read and consider it and then rate their level of agreement or
disagreement with the four statements 16 19 in table 4

statistical analyses for group differences T tests were used to com-
pare mean responses of missionaries to those of the religion faculty and
then to compare the responses of participants over age fifty to responses of
those under age fifty results indicated five statistically significant differ-

ences between the missionaries and the religion teachers see table 5

compared to the religion faculty the senior missionaries were more likely

to indicate that the church teaches that laughter is unrighteous that the
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doctrine and covenants verses about laughter contradict their own views

that they have felt confused about how to interpret these doctrine and
covenants verses that they were less familiar with the distinction
between lighthearted and light minded as presented in the encyclopedia

ofofmormonismmormonism article and that they were less in agreement that this dis-

tinction is correct these results suggest that as we expected the religion
teachers have a greater familiarity with and understanding of the context
of the cited doctrine and covenants teachings about laughter than do

their near contemporaries
results indicated seven statistically significant differences between age

groups see table 6 compared with participants age fifty or younger par-
ticipants over age fifty were less in agreement that either heavenly father
or the savior laughs heartily on occasion these participants judged that
the individuals who raised them would not agree with the popular quota-
tions about laughter participants over age fifty were more familiar with the
doctrine and covenants verses about laughter were more in agreement
that these verses contradicted their own views and more frequently
reported feelings of guilt and confusion because of these verses one pos-
sible explanation for these differences is that many of the older individuals

TABLE 2

percentage of BYU hawaii and BYU provo students senior
missionaries and BYU hawaii and BYU provo religion faculty
agreeing with statements 4 8

ibfligilgbimilmi
stu arassras relnelnei

swryadentsmisssfac
4 the ideas expressed inin the quotations

98 100loo 97
taken as a group are true

5 the ideas expressed inin the quotations
taken as a group are in harmony with 96 95 97
the spirit of the gospel

6 gordon B hinckley would agree with the
98 98 97

ideas expressed inin the quotations

7 most of the church leaders and religion
teachers I11 have been personally

97 88 94
acquainted with would agree with the
ideas expressed inin the quotations

8 my parents or the people who raised
me would agree with the ideas 95 81 88
expressed inin the quotations
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TABLE 3

percentage of BYU hawaii and BYU provo students senior
missionaries and BYU hawaii and BYU provo religion faculty
agreeing with statements 991515

9 the doctrine and covenants is the revealed
97 98 100

word of god

loi1010110.11 was already familiar with the general con-
tent of these scriptures concerning laughter 75 95 97

prior to reading them right now

11 it is the position of the church that laughter
9 16 0

is unrighteous

12 the statements about laughter in these scrip-
tures contradict my personal views about 39 49 9

laughter based on my life experience

13 there have been times when I1 have laughed
loudly then thought of these scriptures or

24 44 38
of teachings in the temple and felt a bit
guilty about my laughter

1411414114.11 feel or have felt confused about how to
interpret these scriptures and apply them to 44 44 16
my life

15 these scriptures refer only to certain types
of laughter in limited situations but not to 97 93 97

all laughter in all situations

reflect the more negative attitudes about laughter we assume were preva-
lent during their youth

participants comments at the end of the survey space was provided
for feedback participants were invited to share comments insights or
experiences they had on the topic or about the survey the bulk of the stu-
dents comments clearly reflected the influence of the current popular
trend in favor of laughter and showed a level of sophistication that we did

not anticipate many shared anecdotes illustrating the important role of
laughter in their relationships with family and friends and in coping with
everyday stresses the phrases 1I love to laugh and laughter is the best
medicine appeared again and again others reiterated the distinction
between light heartedness and light mindedness and emphasized that they

understood the distinction before participating in the survey several
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implied that they view laughter and spirituality not only as compatible but
as belonging together A twenty two year old male in provo wrote 1 I cant
imagine the savior being with children and not laughing with them many
referred to president hinckley as a model for righteous humor and laugh-
ter several comments were amusing A twenty four year old samoan
woman wrote As a latter day saint I1 am aware of the importance to
avoid loud laughter but if some people have larger vocal cords is it
their fault

all the religion teachers except one wrote comments several wrote
mormon jokes one teacher wrote a detailed account of the historical

contexts of the doctrine and covenants verses A fifty five year old male
wrote how can I1 lighten up and learn to laugh more are there exercises
a person can do A fifty one year old male wrote 1 I would be unhappy if
the celestial kingdom was a realm without a good sense of humor we
conclude that these comments reflect the two competing influences of the
impact of their generation and the depth of their church education over-
all the religion teachers endorsed lightheartedness as enthusiastically as

the students did
the responses of the missionaries showed the greatest diversity 14 one

missionary made a verbal comment when returning the survey asking how
we could even pose questions suggesting that heavenly father might ever
laugh A sixty seven year oldoid sister missionary wrote 1I cannot imagine

TABLE 4

percentage of BYU hawaii and BYU provo students senior
missionaries and BYU hawaii and BYU provo religion faculty
agreeing with statements 161916 19

16 1I understand the distinction made in this article
in the encyclopedia of mormonism between 94 93 100

light mindedness and lightheartedness

17 the views expressed in this article are correct 97 88 100

18 knowing the distinction between light minded-
ness and lightheartedness can relieve much of

96 91 97
the guilt and confusion many people feel
about laughter

igi1919119.11 was already clear about the distinction
between light mindedness and lighthearted 78 81 97

ness prior to reading this article
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the lord heartily laughing but others endorsed a lighthearted approach
to life several expressed regret that they had not laughed more during
their life

A religion teacher and a student shared what can only be described as
testimonies of heavenly laughter the religion teacher a forty year old
woman wrote I11 I have shared a laugh with heavenly father often over my
own foibles or incidents that have given me pleasure and I1 believe the
laughter was shared the BYU hawaii student a forty six year oldoid
woman from the US mainland wrote I11 I also had an experience where I1

know that heavenly father was chuckling at something I1 did I1 will always
remember the feeling of surprise I1 felt

summary and Condconclusionusion

A majority of the church members we surveyed expressed a love of
joyful laughter and an understanding in many cases probably only intui-
tive of the crucial differences between types of laughter 15 nevertheless
we found that feelings of confusion and guilt about laughter are not
uncommon particularly among older members their situation was sum-
marized by a sixty two year oldoid sister missionary

I1 feel this study is of real importance to members of the church many
of us are confused with what seem to be contradictions with how we were
raised the scriptures and the ways of the world I1 need to learn to use
humor more in my life I1 feel it is a real stress reliever and wish I1 had
learned to use it appropriately as a young woman

at first glance it would appear that the younger generations have a
healthier and better informed conceptualization of laughter however
there are two problems with this conclusion first popular attitudes preva-
lent during youth are a major factor in shaping the lifelong attitudes of
each generation and popular attitudes swing widely and are rarely gospel
attitudes so while many older individuals in the church may have a bias
that discourages laughter many younger individuals may have a bias that
permits too much laughter second the relationship between laughter and
spirituality is complex recitation of the distinctions detailed in this article
does not imply a meaningful or useful understanding of them we concur
with the religion teacher who wrote it takes some spiritual growing up
and some life experience and coming to know the lord better to come to
understand what such words as excess of laughter light mindedness and
I1soberness mean
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i1 we use the term active church member to refer to individuals who regu-
larly involve themselves with church activities and functions and have therefore
been exposed to mormon culture we are not inferring anything about their level
of spirituality also we are not suggesting that the sample of active members who
participated in this study represent the entire active membership of the church

2 robert provine laughter american scientist 84 no i1 1996 41414242
3 norman cousins anatomy of an illness as perceived by the patient reflec-

tions on healing and regeneration new york norton 1979

4 laughter laugh in topical guide appendix to the holy bible salt
lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1979

5 bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine 2dad ed salt lake city bookcraft
19794321979 432

6 william N fillmore light mindedness in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism
ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 2836 37

7 chris crowe A good sense of humor new era 16 may 1986 36
8 eileen gibbons kump A years supply of humor ensign 13 august

1983 67
9 glenn L pace follow the prophet ensign ig19 may 1989 26

lo1010 its OK to be spiritual and still have fun church news published by
deseretdeseretnewsnews march io1019851985 11 quoting hoyt W brewster jr speech given at the
sidney B sperry symposium on january 262619851985 at brigham young university
provo utah

11 messages of inspiration from president hinckley church news february 3

19962
12 accepting divine parentage leads to greater purity church news

october 14198415
13 john L hart familiar voice familiar words church news april 14

198514
14 it is axiomatic in lifespan psychology that older groups show greater diver-

sity than do younger groups
15 we base our conclusions only on the responses of the sample we surveyed

and do not suggest that they necessarily apply to other samples or to the church
membership as a whole we invite other researchers to use our survey with other
samples of church members in other locations



TABLE 5

summary of T tests for difference in mean scores of senior
missionaries n43im43 and religion faculty n31

mean SD mean SD t value

1 there will be some laughter and playfulness inin
3.81381 0400.40040 361 0760760.76 1.41141

the celestial kingdom

2 heavenly father laughs heartily on occasion 344 062 3.41341 ogi0.91091 0180.18

3 the savior laughs heartily on occasion 3.34334334 0970.97097 3.41341 0620.62062 033

4 the ideas expressed in the quotations taken as
3.77377 0430430.43 381 0400.40040 040

a group are true

5 the ideas expressed in the quotations taken as
a group are in harmony with the spirit of the 3.62362 0540540.54 3.65365 0490.49049 0.21021
gospel

6 gordon B hinckley would agree with the ideas
3.79379379 0420.42042 3.71371 046 0740.74074expressed in the quotations

7 most of the church leaders and religion teach-
ers I1 have been personally acquainted with 345 0670.67067 3.45345 0570.57057 ooiool0.01001
would agree with the ideas expressed in the
quotations

8 my parents or the people who raised me
would agree with the ideas expressed in the 3.29329329 0920.92092 348 0680.68068 1.01101lolloi
quotations

9 the doctrine and covenants is the revealed
3.88388 0500.50050 4.00400 000ooo0.00000word of god

iol10lol10110.11 was already familiar with the general content
of these scriptures concerning laughter prior to 356 0730.73073 375 062 1.19119ilg
reading them right now

11 it is the position of the church that laughter is
143 0770.77077 1.09109log 0300.30030 2332332.33

unrighteous

12 the statements about laughter in these scrip-
tures contradict my personal views about 2.29229229 log1.09109 1.34134134 0830.83083 4084.08408
laughter based on my life experience

13 there have been times when I1 have laughed
loudly then thought of these scriptures or of

2.26226226 ilg1.16116 2.06206206 091 0780.78078teachings in the temple and felt a bit guilty
about my laughter

1411414114.11 feel or have felt confused about how to inter-
pret

2.21221 1151.15115 1.56156156 0840.84084 27042702702.70
these scriptures and apply them to my life

15 these scriptures refer only to certain types
of laughter in limited situations but not to all 3.74374374 0540.54054 3.84384 0589580.58058 0810.81obi
laughter in all situations

1611616116.11 understand the distinction made in this article
3.67367 0570.57057 388 033.033033 1.84184184

between light mindedness and lightheartedness

17 the views expressed in this article are correct 3.61361 0630.63063 388 0340.34034 2162.16216

18 knowing the distinction between light minded
ness and lightheartedness can relieve much of

3.71371 0560560.56 375 051 0340.34034
the guilt and confusion many people feel about
laughter

igi1919119119.11 was already clear about the distinction
between light mindedness and lighthearted-
ness

3.33333 0870.87087 3.75375 051 24042.404
prior to reading this article

data insufficient for analysis t pp0505 t ppoi01 ppoolpooiooiool001



TABLE 6

summary of T tests for difference in mean scores of partici-
pants ages 50 or younger n145 and ages ovoverer 50 n75

sassassssasss sas

survey item say s1y tage 50 A age 50

mean SD mean SD t value

1 there will be some laughter and playfulness inin
3.81381 0460.46046 369 0620.62062 159

the celestial kingdom

2 heavenly father laughs heartily on occasion 365 0570.57057 342 0790.79079 0.50050050

3 the savior laughs heartily on occasion 365 0570.57057 3.37337 0830.83083 295t

4 the ideas expressed in the quotations taken as 3.74374374 0470.47047 3.78378378 041 0730.73073
a group are true

5 the ideas expressed in the quotations taken as
a group are in harmony with the spirit of the 3.54354354 0570.57057 3.63363 051 1211.21121
gospel

6 gordon B hinckley would agree with the ideas
3663.66 0520520.52 3753.753753 0430430.43 1261261.26g

expressed in the quotations

7 most of the church leaders and religion teachers
I1 have been personally acquainted with would 354 060ogo0.60060 345 0630.63063 1.02102102

agree with the ideas expressed in the quotations

8 my parents or the people who raised me would 3373.37 0580580.58 3373.37 0830830.83 308tagree with the ideas expressed inin the quotations

9 the doctrine and covenants is the revealed 3.88388388 049 3.93393393 0380.38038 0.78078078
word of god

lol10iol10110.11 was already familiar with the general content
of these scriptures concerning laughter prior to 3.06306306 1071.07107 3.64364364 069 428t
reading them right now

11 it is the position of the church that laughter is
1.39139139 0780.78078 1.28128128 0630.63063 104

unrighteous

12 the statements about laughter in these scrip-
tures contradict my personal views about laugh 2.20220 1051.05105 1.88188 109log1.09109 2.13213
ter based on my life experience

13 there have been times when I1 have laughed
loudly then thought of these scriptures or of

1.76176176 096ogg0.96096 2.17217217 106log1.06106 289128912.891
teachings in the temple and felt a bit guilty
about my laughter

14114.114114 1 feel or have felt confused about how to inter-
pret 2322.32 1051051.05 1931.93193 1071071.07 2552.55255

these scriptures and apply them to my lifeilfeii e

15 these scriptures refer only to certain types
of laughter in limited situations but not to all 3.70370370 0580.58058 3.78378 0560.56056 1071.07107
laughter in all situations

16116igi16116.11 understand the distinction made in this article
368360300 0630630.63 3763.76 0490490.49 088000088ooo0.88

between light mindedness and lightheartedness

17 the views expressed in this article are correct 3.78378378 048 3.76376 0530.53053 0.75075075

18 knowing the distinction between light minded
ness and lightheartedness can relieve much of

3723.72oz 0520520.52 3733.730.30303ob 0530530.53 0140140.14
the guilt and confusion many people feel about
laughter

19119.1igi19 1 was already clear about the distinction
between light mindedness and lightheartedness 3.13313313 096ogg0.96096 3.51351 0760.76076 2982982.98
prior to reading this article
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